JOIN MTI FOR TWO LABOR NOTES
SOCIAL JUSTICE UNIONISM WORKSHOPS

All MTI members and non-members are encouraged to attend.

WINTER SESSION

LABORNOTES
putting the movement back in the labor movement

MONDAY, JAN 25  4:30-6:30 PM
HOW DOES RACISM MANIFEST IN OUR UNIONS?
What can the history of unions and race teach us about how to confront racism in our unions and workplaces and build anti-racist unions? Why does it matter that unions are anti-racist?

MONDAY, FEB 22  4:30-6:30 PM
BUILDING AN ANTI-RACIST UNION
What does racism look like in our union and in our workplaces? How can we interrupt oppressive moments to build an anti-racist union? What specific changes do we need to make to become an anti-racist union?

Sign up HERE for one or both workshops.
tinyurl.com(yy4u9pob)